RAINBOW & TAGS SOCCER COVID-19 PROTOCOLS
SPRING 2021 - updated March 2, 2021
BELOW PROTOCOLS for ALL FIELD LOCATIONS (Rainbow, Southern Community
Park, Cedar Falls, and Woodcroft)
***NC Youth Soccer Mask Mandate is in place through at least March 26. This
means that all players, coaches, spectators, and referees must wear a mask/face
covering at all times when at the fields.***
PRACTICES and GAMES














Parents are responsible for checking their player’s temperature/overall wellness before
practices and games. Players should stay home if they are not feeling well or have a
temperature reading above 100.4F
Players should have NO signs or symptoms of Covid-19 in the past 14 days and have no
known exposure to someone who has been ill in 14 days
Players must bring their own equipment. Players should have a soccer ball and water. We
also recommend players have their own hand sanitizer available.
Upon arrival, players will place their water/equipment in space distanced from other
player's water/equipment.
Player water breaks will be socially distanced so that player's can remove their mask while
getting water.
No unnecessary contact: no high-fives, chest bumps, elbow bumps, etc
No parents/spectators inside the field fence area at Southern Community Park and Cedar
Falls Park but they may sit along the fence on the outside. Parents/spectators at the
Rainbow and Woodcroft fields must remain along the outside of the field area by the
fence and wood line.
No benches or congregation of players on the sidelines.
Players should not enter the field area until 15 minutes before their game time.
Teams should immediately clear their practice and game area at it's conclusion so that the
next team can enter.
In order to limit the number of spectators please consider only having 1-2 spectators per
player at the field
Coaches and players ONLY on the team sideline. All spectators must be along the fence line
or the opposite sideline. Please see Field Protocol Diagrams on Rainbow Soccer's
home page.




No handshake lines at the end of games. Teams are encouraged to do a ‘good game wave’
or something similar to encourage good sportsmanship
No shared snacks or drinks. If a player requires a snack please have them eat it before or
after the game in the car. No halftime snacks.

